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IF WE KNEW.
If I knew you and you knew me,
'Tis seldom we would disagree;
But, never having yet clasped hands,
Neither fully understands
That each intends to do what's right,
And treat the other 'honor bright."
How little cause for "kicks" there'd be
If I knew you and you knew me.
When we're guilty of some slight mistake,
Or in our bill some error make,
From irritation you'd be free
If I knew you and you knew me;
Or, when renewals are behind
And friends don't even "drop a line,"
We might wait without anxiety
If I knew you and you knew me.
With readers many thousand strong,
Things occasionally will go wrong—
Sometimes our fault, sometimes not,
But kindness always helps a lot.
Then let no doubting thoughts abure
Of firm good-faith on either side.
Good friends, how pleasant things would be
If I knew you and you knew me.
—Sel.
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TRAVELING FUND FOR BEULAH COLLEGE
Upland, California

The revised Constitution and By-laws will be ready
for distribution by July 15.' They will be bound in strong
We are glad to announce that a traveling fund has
paper Morocco. Price per single copy prepaid 20 cents;
been
started for Beulah College. The amount subscribtwenty-five to fifty copies to one address, 18 cents post
ed
is
small,
but we trust the friends of education will
paid; more than fifty copies to one address, 15 cents plus
rally to our support'and contribute to this worthy cause.
postage or express.
They will be distributed from the E. V. Publishing This fund will be divided on an equal pro rata mileage
House, Nappanee, Ind. It is hoped that each district basis to all students outside the state of California who
will immediately order a supply to meet their needs for come to Beulah College during this coming year and atseveral years, so as not to entail a heavy loan by the tend school the entire year.
General Executive Board whose duty it is to finance the
For further information write to P. J. WIEBE, Hillspublication.
boro, Kansas. After August 15, Upland, Calif.
TRACTS! TRACTS! !

CORRECTION
To correct an error in a recent number. The address of our

We have at present in our Tract Depot the fol- aged sister Lydia Otewalt, should be 1803 Harrison St., Springlowing tracts for distribution:
field, Ohio.
This Man
HARVEST HOME SERVICE
A Warning to the Unsaved.
He Will Not Know Me.
Harvest Home service at the Manor Church, Lancaster Co.,
Pa., August 16, at 2:00 o'clock P. M. An invitation to all who
The Great Judgment Day.
can to meet with us.
He Had No Song.
I Saw the Red Light.
HARVEST MEETING.
I'll Take My Chance.
Time Death and Eternity.
The Harvest meeting of North Franklin District will be held
a t the home of B. L. Musser, on August 9. An all day meeting. A
How Captain John Cbuis
cordial invitation to all.
Got Peace.
Wrong Directions.
HARVEST MEETING AT RINGGOLD CHURCH.
I've Forgotten, I've ForAugust 16, at 2:00 P. M.
gotten.
On August 17, we will begin, a series of Revival meetings at
The Death of a Soul.
the Hollowell church with Bro. A. W. Climenhaga as minister.
Salvation
May you unite with us in prayer for these meetings, that
Seek Ye First
souls may find Jesus.
Unclaimed Property.
Sincerely for1 Him,
H. C. SHANK
Picture of Human Religion.
The Colonel's Word Will
NOTICE
Stand.
How May I Be Saved.
Just before going to press with the June 30 issue of the Visitor,
Nothing to Stick to.
word was received that the African Missionary party, including
We Would See Jesus.
Bish. and Sr. H. P. Steigerwald, Sisters Kauffman and Book had arrived safely a t Capetown S. A., June 2.
Will it Be Good-night or
The notice for this was written and placed in Visitor copy,
Good-bye.
but'in
the writer's absence was overlooked. We beg your pardon.
What We Believe and Why
MANAGER.
We Believe It.
Tracts are furnished free for careful distribution.
This is a good work which has bourne much fruit, and
needs to be encouraged. The distribution of Gospel
Tracts is a service to the Lord' which anyone can render,
and may be the means of saving a soul. We are glad
to supply tracts to Missions and tent workers. A packet
containing samples of the above tracts sent free on request. Contributions for the carrying on of this work,
gratefully received.
Address: Brethren in Chirst Tract Depot,
Nappanee, Indiana.

MANUAL OF RITUALS
General Conference of 1924 ruled to have a Manual of Rituals
published. The instructions were not explicit enough for the
committee to know just what is desired. A number of rituals are
given in the Revised Constitution and By-Laws, which will be
ready for distribution in a few weeks. If those who made the
request for the manual will correspond with either member of
the committee, stating what is desired, it will be appreciated.
The manual is to be reported! to next General Conference for
acceptance before being published. There is considerable time until next General Conference, but knowledge as to what is wanted
should be sent now.
D. W. HEISE, Gormley, Ontario
ENOS H. HESS, Grantham, Pa.
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CONTRIBUTIONS
EDITORIAL
* * exhorted them all, that with purpose of heart
they would cleave unto the Lord. Acts 11:23.
This exhortation as given by Barnabas needs to be
oft repeated in these days.
So few manifest a real purpose of heart attachment
to the Lord.
The term ""cleave" is a figurative expression of the
marriage relation. Gen. 2:24; Matt. 19:5, which God intended should be inseparable during life, and entered into as a love contract to be binding in "adversity as well
as prosperity, in sickness as well as health."
Many lack this purpose of heart, with the result
that our divorce courts are running over time.
This laxness in control of affections is more seriously
reflected in the lack of a heart affection for the Lord,
the heavenly Bridegroom. A definite and decisive purpose of heart, to cleave unto the Lord, settled once for
all, and never opened for reconsideration would forever
settle, "wavering and backsliding."
WAS THE 1924 GENERAL CONFERENCE WORTH
WHILE ?
Now that most of the recent Conference attendants
have returned to their homes it may be profitable to be
in a reflective mood and determine if possible whether
the expense of time, and means were justified and worth
while individually and collectively.
With those who advocate a bi-ennial or tri-ennial, in
preference to an annual conference the question naturally
arises as to whether it pays to spend approximately $10,000 for car fare and transportation and a forfeit in earning increment of about $5,000 when the total offerings,
for home and foreign missions and beneficiary work was
only $3,000. But without the enlightenment and inspiration gained through the various mission reports and
addresses given, could we raise the $30,000 foreign mission budget and nearly as much more for home activities.
May we suppose each one of our church members to become a hermit for a period of three years, have no influence brought to bear upon us from the outside, receive no inspiration outside our own thoughts granting
however that we had the Bible and the Holy Spirit as our
constant companion, how many would be bettered thereby, would we become more charitable by having no drain
on our time or means for the sake of others and his
cause. If God saw fit to provide for three general assemblies of the Israelites, can we not see that at least
one! such gathering in a' year is worth while.
As delegates to the conference have we been faithful
in the discharge of our delegated duty to come to an intelligent understanding of each question under consider-
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ation by asking for fuller information if need be, by
speaking on the question in calmness, fairness and sincerity ; did we say too much otf too little, did we frees our
convictions at the right time and in the right spirit and
manner, did we vote as; a result of being fully persuaded
in our own mind as to which was best or did we wait to
see how some other brother voted and then vote the same
way? Can we report accurately the rulings on each
question, by proper notations on our programs, to our districts that delegated us or must they wait until the
printed minutes are received. Are we ready to urge and
see to the execution of each ruling or will we use the
damp cloth or muzzle on the rulings that don't suit our
fancy and practice. Will we read carefully the forthcoming revised constitution and by-laws and eliminate
the use and growth of tobacco, clothe our bodies in simplicity ; keep out or withdraw ourselves from entangling
worldly associations and cancel the life insurance policy
that we hold. Is it worth while to spend time and money
to make rules that are deliberately disregarded and violated? I would judge not.
i
Have we who were entertained in the homes of nonmembers of the church written the letter of appreciation
as requested by Bro. Engle or have we proven ourselves
ingrates and never as much as said thank you ? Will they
care to have us return?
Were we inspired by any of the sermons or addresses
to more zeal and greater charity and will we impart some
of that same inspiration to our home congregation as we
reproduce the subject to them. Can we and will we by
God's help make it worth while having been to General
Conference of 1924.
Rumblings in the back ground would indicate that
the method of placing Board members through the nominating committee of twelve is not giving entire satisfaction. May we ask whether the placement, replacement or
displacement was always actuated by the most efficient
service to the church as a whole; has the expressed reason for displacements been without guile; have the plausible reasons given been the real reasons. Does the often
hurried method of confirmation of the appointments permit of valid criticism at the right time? If the double
nomination and later election is too cumbersome could
not the appointments be recorded on a bulletin board
and sufficient time given for objections and suggestions
before the final confirmation is called for. Fairness and
frankness will help make General Conference worth
while. Can the ones who served so faithfully and acceptably in the dining room and kitchen feel justified in
spending the time for the service without visible and immediate returns? We need to remember that all of us
would have been eating at home if not at General Conference and it simply helps to focus more service and effort at one place. Is it worth while to get away from our
regular home routine and labor and lend a helping hand
in service to others. Christ's teaching and example
would give proof to its value. Generally there is a re(Continued on page 10.)
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GATHERED GEMS
"There failed not aught of any good thing which the
Lord had spoken" (Joshua 21:45.)
Such will be the summary ofj our lives, as we review
them from the land of sunset. We shall see that our unbelief and disobedience have deprived us of the enjoyment of much that God intended for us. We shall see
that whatever was lacking was in no wise due to Him,
but to ourselves. The land of our inheritance had been
all given, us in Jesus; but we suffered the lack of much,
because of our failure to enter in. There may be long delays in the fulfillment of the promises, but delays are
not denials; and it is better to let the fruit ripen before
you pluck it. Wait till God drops it into your hand; it
will be ever so much sweeter. There may be enemies
and obstacles, but they will give back, before the will of
God, as the gates of night roll back before the touch of
the dawn. There may be ignorance and weakness, but
God can deal with these also. Take to Him thy imperfect apprehension, thy faltering faith; He can make right
what is wrong, and adjust thee toi receive all He waits to
give. Heaven will be full of wonder at the way in' which
God has kept His word, and done all that He had promised, and more.—F. B. M.
"Be filled with the Spirit"
A Spirit-filled life may not buzz and boom, but it is
charged with a heavenly something that causes honest
people to feel the heavenward pull. You do not have to
shine your light; just let it shine. True piety brings
gentleness, forbearance, patience, and all the graces and
fruits of the Spirit into the life. The demonstration of
holiness is holy living.—Sel.
"These were the potters, and those that dwelt among
plants and hedges: there they dwelt with the king for
his work" (I Chron. 4:23.)
Anywhere and everywhere we may dwell "with the
King for his work." We may be in a very unlikely and
unfavorable place for this; it may] be in a literal country
life, with little enough, to be seen of the "goings" of the
King around us; it may be among the hedges of all sorts,
hindrances in all directions; it may be, furthermore, with
our hands full of all manner of pottery for our daily task.
No matter! The King who placed us "there" will come
and dwell there with us; the hedges are right, or He
would soon do away with them. And it does not follow
that what seems to hinder our way may not be for its
very protection; and as for the pottery, why, that is just
exactly what He has seen fit to put into our hands, and
therefore it is, for the present, "His work."—Frances
Ridley Havergal.
'"In one of the German picture galleries is a paint-
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ing called "Cloudland." It hangs at the end of a long
gallery, and at first sight it looks like a huge, repulsive
daub of confused color, without form or comeliness. As
you walk toward it, the picture begins to take shape; it
proves to be a mass of exquisite little cherub faces like
those at the head of the canvas in Raphael's "Madonna
San Sisto." If you come close to the picture, you see only
an innumerable company of little angels and cherubim.
How often the soul that is frightened by trial sees nothing but a confused and repulsive mass of broken expectations and crushed hopes! But if that soul, instead of
fleeing away into unbelief and despair, will only draw
up near to God, it will soon discover that the cloud is full
of angels of mercy.—Theo. L. Cuyler.
HEART TALKS TO YOUNG CONVERTS.
E. E. Shelhamer
Learning to Walk
"Brethren, be not children in understanding: howbeit
in malice be ye children, but in understanding be men."
—I Cor. 14:20.
A young convert, is like a babe in many respects. In
fact the Scriptures call him a babe. Jesus said, "Except
ye be converted, and become as little children, ye shall
not enter into the kingdom of heaven."
Have you ever noticed a babe trying to walk? Let
us observe, some of the things he learns:
1. He learns to stand alone. He has learned a
great deal when he finds the center of gravity. This is
all important; for no matter how he can kick while lying, it avails little unless he can balance himself when
standing and walking. In like manner, a newly converted soul has just gotten upon his feet, and now must learn
to walk. Satan will try to push him this way or that
way, and if possible cause him to lose confidence In both
God and himself. But, like a babe swaying back and
forth when first he is able to stand alone, the young convert must insist on standing and "having done all to
stand."
2. Another thing we see in the babe is the taking
of a few steps, perhaps pushing a chair, in front of him.
Next he is taking a few steps alone, to the joy of the onlookers. But if he becomes too self-confident, down he
goes. Yes, there is a cry; but he is soon up and at it
again. Oh, that young converts might have as much determination as this babe! He does not give up, and say,
"I fell down and will never try to walk again." Neither
should a beginner in the Christian life. Of course he
need never fall, if he is constantly watching and praying ; but since he has a warped nature, weakened by sin,
he may have several tumbles before he becomes thoroughly established. We are not excusing these tumbles,
but trying to inspire the convert to say, '"I am sorry I
failed at this or that point, but shall I give it up and
never try again? No! I will get up and see to It that I
do not stumble over the same thing twice."
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If you will thus reason with yourself, you will soon
learn the art of keeping on top. How* foolish to make a
rash decision that you will stay away from prayer meeting or stop having private or family prayer, simply because something went wrong or somebody did not treat
you right, and as a result you said or did something that
was not nice! Do not lie down! Get up, and, if need be,
apologize, ask God's forgiveness, and then renew the
race. Some men go down and stayi down; but others, like
Peter, "weep bitterly" and regain their footing never to
fall again. You can do the same. "If any man draw
back, my soul shall have no pleasure in him."
3. Finally, we see the little fellow has grown up,
and now can run and jump over the very things he once
stumbled over; yea, he is strong and alert, so that it
would be difficult to throw him down if a hundred obstacles were thrown in his way. In like manner, it is
possible to become so strong in the Lord that one will
refuse to stumble over anything that is placed in his
path. He will then be able to look and wonder that he
was so weak and childish as to notice little things. "When
I was a child, I spake as a child, I understood as a child,
I thought as a child; but when I became a man, I put
away childish things."
But there is still a better way to learn to stand. Seek
and obtain the Blessing that will cause you to stand—Entire Sanctification.
—Selected.
HEAVEN
Andrew Johnson
Heaven is a state as well as a place. It is a reality.
One thing that proves the Divine inspiration of the Bible is the kind of Heaven it presents. The false religions of the world have false and erroneous views of
Heaven. Let us examine some of the false conceptions of
Heaven:
1. The Hindu Heaven. The Hindu idea of Heaven
is expressed by the term Nirvana. It means a dreamless
sleep. It is pale and negative. The Hindu believed that
his soul was re-absorbed into the boundless ocean of
Deity from which it emanated. It lost its indentity, its
individuality, its consciousness, and was swallowed up into the great Spirit. Hence, the Hindu gained his Nirvana by losing himself—mind, soul, consciousness, and
all. The Christian's idea is just the opposite; we do not
lose ourselves but find ourselves when we reach Heaven
in all its fullness and glory.
2. The Greek and Roman Heaven. The Greeks and
Romans believed in a heaven which they called the Elysian Fields. It was a beautiful landscape, but was inhabited with shades or spirits floating around like thin clouds,
half-conscious, dreamy, pale, and pithless. This kind of
heaven is not positive, robust, moral, and active. There
in no clear distinction between virtue and vice; no premium put on moral character. The Heaven of the Christian is more than Elysian Fields and pale shades.
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3. The Wooden or Walhalla of the Norsemen. The
Norsemen dreamed of a heaven which, in their estimation, was a drunken, bacchanalian revelry. This was a
loose, lax, immoral heaven of sinful pleasure and physical gluttony. Think of such a proposed paradise!
4. The Happy Hunting Ground of the American Indian. The Indians dreamed of a happy hunting ground
where game of all kinds abounded—deer, wild turkeys,
and golden pheasants. They could roam in the deep woodland by the side of sparkling streams where pale-face
(white men) never intruded or disturbed. They merely
projected their happiest moments in this life out into
the Great Beyond, and denominated the same as their
highest heaven. There is no moral distinction here; no
idea of the formation of holy character. The Bible
knows nothing of the Happy Hunting Ground. There will
be no bow and arrow and game hunting hereafter. The
Indian Heaven and the Bible Heaven do not coincide.
5. The Mohammedan Heaven. Of all the crude and
fantastic and unreal and unthinkable conceptions of
heaven, the Moslem takes the lead. His idea of heaven
was selfish and sensual in the extreme. He crossed over
into the beyond and was greeted on the other side with a
white camel and golden saddle. He mounted and crossed
the musk floor of heaven and passed down by the pellucid streams, drank from silver cups, and continued his
journey until he reached his mansion which was constructed of mother-of-pearl. Here he was greeted with
80,000 servants to wait on him and seventy-three blackeyed daughters of paradise to be his wives. He was now
home a t last. How utterly unlike God's Heaven is this
fabulous Mohammedan harem! We may judge a religion
by its description of Heaven. Get a man's view of Heaven,
and you have a spirit-level by which to test his religious
caliber and moral make-up.
6. The Mormon Heaven. The Mormon heaven is not
much in advance of the Mohammedan heaven. It is also
selfish and sensual. Brigham Young's favorite wife in
the Salk Lake mansion was to be his dearest dame in the
sweet by and by. Brigham was muchly married—nineteen wives here and a favorite one hereafter. Christ's
answer to the Sadducees forever demolished the Mormon
view of heaven when He declared that in Heaven they
neither marry nor are given in marriage, but are like
the angels..
7. The True Bible View of Heaven. In the first
place, the Bible Heaven is pure—no purity, no Heaven.
'"Holiness without which no man shall see the Lord."
The Bible is an intelligent Heaven. It is a positive, moral, conscious, happy Heaven. In Heaven we are complete, and forever at our best. As the old colored song
goes—"I'll shout all over God's Heaven." The false notions of Heaven should make us appreciate the only true,
real, holy, high Heaven painted and portrayed in the
Bible. We might sum up the real Heaven as follows:
a. An infinitely superior place of residence. We may
picture the most beautiful, ideal place possible, and yet
Heaven is indescribable. It is beyond the power of human
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skill and genius to adequately portray the glories of the
heavenly home. The most magnificant mansion of the
Multi-millionaire pales into insignificance in comparison
with the "White City" beyond the stars.
b. Employment without weariness. In this life we
work but with weariness and fatigue. We all get tired.
Our bodies get worn. Our nerves are taxed. Our brains
tire. We naturally wear out. But in Heaven we will
work in the blessed employment of worship and service
and never know the least ache or pain or weariness. We
can sing and shout without getting hoarse. We can work
without depression or lassitude. Our bodies will be celestiallized and spiritualized and glorified.
c. Triumph without conflict. If we win victories
down here, we defeat others. When one is elected to
some high office, his opponent is defeated. When a person becomes a millionaire other people become paupers.
But in Heaven we will win and conquer without bringing the sting of defeat to our fellows. We will rise without pushing the other fellow down.
d. Society without temptation. The very best society here will try and tempt us in one way or another.
But in Heaven we will be permitted to live in the society
of saints and holy angels. We will be beyond the power
cf temptation.
e. Holiness without sin. We can obtain personal
holiness in this life, yet we are living in the midst of sin
and in a sin-cursed world. In Heaven we will be beyond
the sight of sin. Holiness will be universal. All will have
it in its fullness; no holiness fighter will be there. Heaven
is a holy place—a prepared habitation for a prepared people.
f. Perfection without fault. We never get above
mistakes, faults, errors, and infirmities in this world.
Hereafter when we reach the glorified state, we will enjoy that broader, higher degree of perfection which saves
us from all human frailties and infirmities.
g. Union without separation.
"Here our fondest hopes are vain,
Dearest links are rent in twain,
But in Heaven no throb of pain—
Meet me there."
The thought that we must say Good-bye, brings sadness on earth. We will meet ou?( loved ones in the glory
world and will never part again. We shall go out no more.
The eternity and unchangeableness of Heaven should appeal to the Christian.
h. Happiness without end. We cannot enjoy ceaseless raptures of joy and uninterrupted transports of
praise here below. We have our seasons of grief and
heaviness. We are burdened for the salvation of the lost.
We. are tempted and tried. We are grieved over the
backslidden state of the Church. We may have unbroken
peace, and constant inward joy; but absolute happiness,
of the beatific state, can only be reached when hope in
full fruition dies, when faith is lost in sight, and we are
presented faultless before His throne with exceeding joy.
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We appreciate Heaven by presenting it in three contrasts: First, we contrast Heaven with hell. This is the
greatest, but not the only contrast. Then, we contrast
Heaven with earth. There is a vast difference here.
Again we contrast the real, true, only Heaven with the
false heavens represented in the false religious systems
of the world.—Selected.
"ALWAYS SUNUP IN HEAVEN"
G. B. K.
It is always sunup in Heaven;
Our Lord is the Light of the place,
And the saints who have finished the journey,
Are ever beholding His face—
The clouds have vanished forever,
The shadows forever dispelled—
They now see the King in His beauty,
By visions of glory they're held.
Earth's night forever is ended,
And ended the world with its lure;
Glory with glory is blended,
And ravished the souls of the pure;
'Tis glory, abundant, exceeding,
And far more, eternal, they see;
Afflictions were light for a moment,
But now, forever, they flee.
Farewell, to all sin and all sorrow!
Farewell, to all sickness and death!
All hail, to the things of the morrow;
The soul looks beyond the last breath;
To be forever like Jesus,
To do e'en as angels His will,
To join with the songs of the ransomed,
The thought of their Lord to fulfill.
0 soul, hold thou on, and be steady,
And Faith, keep thine eye on His word!
Watch every hour, and be ready,
Arrayed as a bride for her Lord!
He is coming some day for His loved ones,
We know not the moment, the hour;
But we shall be with Him forever,
Ascribe to Him glory and power.
We will sing the Love that first sought us,
Of the Blood that washes from sin;
Of the power and the wisdom that brought us,
A crown of bright glory to win;
We will sing, and ne'er tire of the story,
'Twas the BLOOD, 'twas the BLOOD made us whole;
Give Him honor, dominion, and glory,
'Twas the BLOOD was the price of my soul!

I'm thine, O Lord, and thine alone,
I'm thine by every tie:
By duty's claims, by love's glad choice,
For thee to live or die.
There's not an angel blest in heaven
So bound to Thee as I;
To them thy love its gifts has given,
For me love's self did die.—Selected.
Men do not become holy by a careless wish: there
must be study, consideration, deliberation, and earnest inquiry, or the way of truth will be missed. The commands of God must be set before us as the mark to aim
at, the model to work by, the road to walk in. If we,put
God's judgments into the background we shall soon find
ourselves departing from them.—Spurgeon.
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THE USE OF SLANG
By Mrs. C. B. Widmeyer
It is strange how careful some people are of their
dress—how sure, that it is an asset to them in the business world; and yet how careless they are of their speech
which is the dress of the mind. Much of their speech
consists of loose slangy expressions.
There are several reasons why one should avoid the
use of slang. First, slang is unstable and given to
changing both in word form and meaning. Words that
have a certain street meaning today, tomorrow will have
a different meaning. We can not afford to clothe the
thoughts of a strong mind in weak changing garments
of no particular shade or hue. Again, the use of slang
starves the mind of the discriminate use of synonyms.
Everything is "charming" or "just awful;" we lose the
delicate shades of meaning which convey such a variety
of truth to the intellect. Correct speech is the index of
ability. A man of large mental ability acquires an expressive vocabulary sufficient for his need without the use
of slang.
Slang is the lazy man's vocabulary. Says one, "Slang
saves the trouble of thinking." In place of meditative selection of proper wording the street expressions are
used, or those words "good or bad" that first come into
the mind. Holy thoughts are often dressed in such cheap
phrases as to suggest the low and ludicrous rather than
the high and holy. It takes time to choose: the best and
most expressive words with which to clothe our thoughts.
Some are deceived into thinking that slang is wit.
The use of slang is vulgar, and is a sign of low breeding, or affected rowdiness. Attention to speech is the
means of growth. Language molds the thought either
exalting or degrading. Those who live in a cultured educational environment, take delight in making their speech
graceful as well as pleasant to the ear and mind. An
automobile in which the President of the United States
rides' would not be pleasing to the public eye, nor in harmony with the dignity of the office if it were decorated in
the cheapest tinsel of the street; neither are noble
thoughts becomingly dressed when clothed with slang.
Language is the lasting! contribution of the ancients
to the present, and it, either in garments of glory or in
the tattered rags of slang, is our contribution to future
ages. Shall we give to the coming generations a language pure, simple, forcible, and adequate or shall we contribute a bunch of slang? Dr. Samuel Johnson said of
Oliver Goldsmith: "He left nothing that he did not touch,
and he touched nothing that he did not adorn." Some who
touch the things eternal leave them degraded because of
the loose, slangy way in which they are handled. Says
one who speaks of the downward course of the wicked,
"they have gone the primrose way to the everlasting bonfire," and everyone smiles as they recall the porter at the
gate of Macbeth's castle. Slang eats out the very vitals
of sacredness in spiritual life and makes the soul feel
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rather akin to the world than to heaven. Christ, the
great master teacher, found the language of His day a
sufficient robe in which to dress eternal truths for the
minds of His hearers. Slang in a sermon is "a fly in the
ointment." The use of slang is largely a habit, and as
previously mentioned is resorted to because the mind is
too lazy to seek out a better expression. Slang is cheap
and cheap minds make) the most frequent use of it. Says
someone, "the use of slang catches the people," perhaps
so, but what happens to them after they are "caught."
Does that bring them to Christ; does it lift them to
higher plains of thinking? Today we have long lists of
slang which are in constant use by the masses. "Goodnight, beat it, cut it out, step on it, nifty, swell, blow out,
canned, pinched, sit on, stuck, and fierce," all good words
if rightly used but the use of them by many is a corruption, marring both mind and spirit; and this is the list
that is fast finding its way into sermons.
As Christians, our speech should be as becometh the
doctrine of holiness—chaste and clean, forceful and beautiful, dynamic and lofty, simple and lasting. It is said
that so powerful was the language of Demosthenes in
his famous Phillipic that the mass cried out, "Let us
go up and fight Philip." Of Cicero it was said, "How beautiful is his speech." One in Bible times hearing the message of the preacher cried out, "As for me and my house,
we will serve the Lord." Of Jesus it was said, "He spake
as never man spake." "'Words fitly spoken are like apples of gold in pictures of silver."—From Herald of Happiness.
INFINITE LOVE
By Rev. J. Thomas Price
When I felt my need of Jesus
As a Saviour from all sin,
And there dawned on me the vision of His love.
And the full Salvation offered
Was Himself, a gift to me,
Then the Spirit came upon) me from above.
In the consciousness of pardon,
Jesus love to me revealed,
Love was born within my heart to live for aye;
And the first, flush of that first love,
Pure, unselfish, humble, burning;
Placed me in the realm where mortals never die.
0 my soul! wilt thou be faithful,
And thy first love never leave,
For the heart of the Eternal loves thee so;
And the heights to which thou'rt lifted,
Visions give of Heavens splendors,
And some day my soul immortal there will go.
Hurlock, Md.
Two it' takes to make a quarrel; one can always end
it.—Spanish Proverb.
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Marriages
BEAVER,HYKES
On June 12, 1924, at Hagerstown, Md., there occurred the marriage of Roy N. Beaver, son of John and Hannah C. Beaver, of
Mason and Dixon, Pa., to Susan N. Hykes, daughter of Amos and
Orpha Hykes of State Line, Pa. Rev. G. I. Rider officiating.

Obituaries
WINGER—Mrs. Joseph Winger passed away at her home in
Mosa on Sunday morning, June 29, 1924, after long1 suffering from
cancer. Mrs. Winger was in her seventy-first year and had resided in Mosa for the past fifty-two years. She! leaves besides her
husband, two daughters, Mrs. William Cuckey of Newbury and
Mrs. Prank Fry of Mosa and three sons, George H. of Alborough;
Hiram of Ekfrid and Joseph on the homestead. Also three brothers
and two sisters, also twenty grandchildren and four great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held from her late residence to Oakland cemetery on Tuesday, July 1. Services were conducted by
Eld. Bert Shirk of Stevensville, assisted) by Rev. Mr. Bridgette of
Wardsville.
One of her hymns she tried to sing in her weak voice was
"And just before the shining shore we can almost discover." She
longed to be with her Saviour. Her last words in audible voice
were: "Oh! merciful Father."
"Her suffering: is over,
Her anguish is past
She reached the fair haven
She longed for at last."
WINGER—Ella Jane Boyd, beloved wife of Jonathan Winger
passed peacefully away at Kindersley Hospital, April 18, 1924,
aged 21 years, 7 months. Sr. Winger was born in Sunnydale
township, Ont., September 19, 1902. She came west to Kindersley,
Sask., with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Robert Boyd, seven years
ago. She was converted in Revival effort under Bro. L. Shoalts in
1920 and joined the Brethren in Christ Church to which she re-
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Darjeeling, D. & H. Ry., India.
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Eld. A C. Winger, Tulare, Cal.
Mary E. Heisey, R. R. 1, Union, Ohio.
Eld. and Sr. H. J . Frey, Abilene, Kans.
Cora Alvis, Geary, Okla., Box 15.
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D. E. and Lottie Rohrer, Grantham, Pa.
Ruth E. Byer, 704 E. 9th St., Upland, CaL
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mained a faithful member until death. She was married to Bro.
Jonathan Winger to which union were born two children. Little
Walter preceding his mother nearly two years and a daughter
died in infancy and was buried with her mother. Sister Winger
leaves to mourn her loss a husband, father, mother and one
brother, George, his wife and son Wesley, also an aged grandmother, besides other relatives in the east. Funeral services were
held on Easter morning, April 21, 1924, at Merrington church, conducted by Elder Joram Nigh, assisted by Bishops Hollinger of
Church of Brethren where a large concourse of friends and neighbors to which she endeared herself by her mild Christian character met to pay their last tribute of respect. Interment in adjoining cemetery.
NOTE—This obituary should have appeared in a May issue
but went astray.
ALVIS—William E. Alvis was born September 11, 1869 at
Brighton, Illinois and died June 23, 1924, at his home near Thomas,
Okla., aged 55 years, 10 months and 12 days. He was united in
marriage to Effie Falen at Abilene, Kans., September 2, 1894; to
this, union were born six children. The, names of the children are
as follows: Sadie Alvis, Altus, Okla., Leona Alvis, Guthrie, Okla.,
Elmer, Chester, Floyd and Susie Alvis, Thomas, Okla. At an
early age he was converted and became a member of the Methodist church, he remained a faithful member of this church until
he moved to Okla., where he transfered to the' Brethren in Christ
Church where he remained a very devoted soldier of Christ until
death. Mr. Alvis came to Okla., thirty-three years ago and homesteaded the farm on which he resided until death. Uncomplainingly he helped to endure the hardships of the frontiers life in
Oklahoma. He was a man of unquestionable character, a very devoted husband and father, and a friend to all whom he came in
contact with.
Sorrowed! in others misfortunes and rejoiced in their prosperity, Mr. Alvis leaves to mourn his departure his beloved wife and
six children, one grandchild, one brother and one sister, besides a
host of neighbors and friends. Funeral service was conducted by
Bishop D. R. Eyster and Rev. P. B. Friesen. Burial in the Bethany cemetery, Thomas. Okla.
MILLER—Peter Miller was born in Alsas Loraine, France,
December 18, 1850, and died in his home in Hydro, Okla., July 3,
1924, aged 73 years, 5 months and 15 days. He came to America'
at the age of twenty-one and settled in Chenaa, 111. In 1902 he
moved to Hydro, Okla. He was united in marriage to Cathrana
Saltzman, in September 2, 1875. Of the nine children born to this
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union six are living; wife and six children remain to mourn, his
departure. He was converted and united with the Mennonite
church at the age of fourteen years, remaining a faithful member
until his death. Bro. Miller believed in the regenerating and
cleansing power of the Holy Spirit and passed away happy in the
Lord. Funeral services conducted in the Methodist church of
Hydro, Okla., by Bishop D. R. Eyster. Text: II Cor. 5:1. Hel was
assisted by Jacob Schmucker of the Mennonite Faith and N. R.
Stuemky, pastor of the Methodist church. Burial in the Mennonite
cemetery.

Reports
BETHEL MISSION, SYLVATUS, VA.
Beloved brethren in the Lord:
In the precious name of our dear Lord we will again write
a few lines for the Visitor. We truly thank and praise our God
who gives us the victory over sin, flesh and the devil continually.
This is truly a wonderful salvation, and I am so glad that I have
found it; it does us good here a t Bethel* 365 days out of the year.
I truly thank God for a salvation that holds; every one t h a t wants
to be held, Hallelujah! It would look dark and discouraging to
us sometimes if we looked at numbers, but then I am made to
rejoice when our number, not so> many, get together;! what a good
time praying and worshipping together we can have. It is the
faithful onea that cause our hearts to leap with1 joy to: our Christ.
It does me so much good to see even a few who are saved and
sanctified and filled with the Holy Ghost that are living the Christ
life, and it means so much to live the life of the Spirit, and if we
have not the spirit of Christ we are none of His. And the life
that is lived with the Spirit having'his way is such a blessed life,
such a gentle life, such a lovely life, such a loving life; so easy to
be entreated, not easily provoked, not puffed up: meek, humble,
forgiving, patient, tender, considerate of the things of others—
and what more could we say other than the life after the Spirit is
a great big basket of the most delicious fruit, preserved, but not
canned; it is ready for instant use, does not sour when it comes
in contact with the sour mouldy fruit of the flesh with which it is so
often brought into contact. When the life of the Spirit comes in
contact with the gruff old grumbly impatient life of the sinner
lived after the flesh there begins to be stirrings of pity and sympathy for those who are in the bondage of sin. Oh that precious souls
could only know of the real life of joy and peace that, comes thruout the surrendered life to the,will of God.
We wish to praise God because the beginnings of tent meetings will soon be here, we feel eager to get into the battle for
souls. Bro. D. W. Brehm will be with us for the meetings. We
ask all interested to pray earnestly for the meetings that souls
may be saved.
Sr. Jennings was privileged to visit her parents in Jamestown, N. Y., during June. Her mother had been ill for the past
six months, so we thought it right that she should spend some
time with them since she had not been home for three years. I
went with her returning two weeks later. I enjoyed a most blessed little visit to a few of the churches while away. Saw many in
Canada that we knew when first saved, and enjoyed our short
visit in Buffalo Mission where we first found the Lord to the entire satisfaction of our souls, also our visit to Clarence Center, N.
Y., at which place the brethren remembered us with a nice little
offering. Then we returned to Jamestown for over Sunday and
made our way to Millersburg, Pa., where we enjoyed a blessed
night in the Lord with our dear Bro. and Sr. Goodling, who. were
with us here in the work in Virginia for sometime. Next we
came ttf Lancaster county where we enjoyed a spiritual feast with
some of the dear brethren who have stood so nobly by the work of
the Lord in Virginia. We did appreciate so much the gifts that
the Brethren of Elizabethtown and Mt. Pleasant gave for Bethel.
We had been in need so| much of linoleum on our floors for sometime because of the wear on the floors from many people being in
and the Sunday School children and -then also to make the floor
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cleaning easier for the sisters. So now we have the sitting room
and dining room and kitchen covered with a good grade linoleum.
We surely thank the dear ones for their gifts which made this
possible. Now Sr. Jennings is again at home to enjoy with us
the new floor covering that she had long wanted, we had bought
this as a surprise for her when she came home.
Now beloved in Christ we need your continued co-operation in
the work of the Lord here, we especially need your prayers, and
your earnest prayers. We want to see souls saved and this must
be accomplished in answer to prayer, so please don't forget to
pray that souls may be garnered in to the fold this season for
Jesus is soon coming . We received clothing from Manheim sewing circle, and also a large box of clothing from Mechanicsburg
saints, which box was made of contributions from various ones,
sent by brother and sister Lauver. This box included four coats
from Sr. Burns.
Financial report for May and June as follows:
May offerings, balance $4.20; Bro. Fetro $2.00; Minnie Lauver
$1.00. Total 7.20. Expenses, Groceries, farm supplies, etc. $45.00.
Deficit for month $37.80, also a box of fruit,was received, sent by
Bro. Lauver's of Mechanicsburg.
June offerings, Sr. Anna Myers, $5.00; Elizabethtown Congregation $50.00 ;> Mt. Pleasant Congregation; $55.68; Bro. E. E. Coble
$5.00; Sr. Mary A. Sollenberger $2.00; Martha Stoner and husband $3.00; Bro. Frank Petro $2.00. Total $122.68. Expense, Linoleum $39.43, Hay $5.00; Flour, Sugar, Farm Implements, etc.
$77.98; last month's deficit $37.20. Total $115.18, balance on hand
July 1 $7.50.
We wish to be remembered continually in your prayers that
we may win souls for Jesus.
Yours in Him,
D. E. JENNINGS AND WORKERS.
DAYTON MISSION REPORT
It has been one fourth of a year since we sent in our last
report. In this time it was my privilege to attend General Conference at Bellesprings, Kans., which afforded a privilege of enjoying a very precious time with our dear brethren and sisters in
the Lord. We shall not soon forget the love and kindness manifested by our dear ones of Kansas who made us feel so much at
home and could enjoy such a freedom and welcome with them. We
would be glad to return the like kindness and welcome should we
live and it ever becomes our privilege.
We are glad to state that since our last report a few dear
souls were made willing to come to the altar of prayer and seek
the Lord for pardon and His saving grace. On May 11, 1924, we
engaged in a very precious baptismal service. Two dear little lambs
were led to follow the Lord 'in the liquid| stream and be baptized,
and become one with us in our little mission band. It was little
Eugene and Mary, the son and daughter of Bro. and Sr. Wintrow,
who were saved and baptized nearing two years of the past during our tent meeting in our new field on the Rohrer platt. May the
Lord continue to help us as His children to be true and faithful
that there may be other souls saved yet before our Lord will come.
We do appreciate and thank all our dear brethren and sisters
for their kind and liberal offerings which has made it possible
that all our needs have been supplied. May our God of all love
bless and reward you is our prayer.
Financial Report for; April, May and June. 1924.
Balance on hand

$14.11

Receipts
Samuel Whisler, Ashland, O., $5.00; Lizzie Jenkins $1.00; A
sister $2.00; A Sister $2.00; Sr. Darnell, Dayton, O., ?1.00; Chas.
Shively, Dayton, O., $2.00; Fannie J. Sanders, Springfield, O.,
$2.00; Bro. Keck, Dayton, O., $1.00; David Engle, Clayton, 0.[
$10.00; Sr. Milkrite, Dayton, O., $1.00; Ethel Hoover, Pleasant Hill'
O., $1.00; Katie A. Moyer, Elizabethtown, Pa., $2.00; Daisy Miller,'
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Dayton, O., $1.00; Anna Orr Dayton, O., $2.00; In His name $6.50;
A sister $2.00; A brother $5.00; Fairview S. S., Englewood, O.,
$15.00; In His name $5.00; Harvey Bosler, Lousville, O., $5.00;
Mission offerings, $20.69. Total $106.80.
Expenditures
Table account $32.03; supply of flour $12.00; supply of sugar
$8.30; phone bill $8.25; electric light and power $3.24; balance on
coal $1.00; dishes and spoons $1.90; gas $3.50, water $3.22; incidentals $11.01. Total $84.45. Balance on hand July 1, 1924, $22.35.
Poor Fund balance $ .42. Receipts $ .40' Total funds $ .82.
Paid out $ .35, balance on hand July 1, 1924, $ .47.
Donation of articles were made by Iva Herr, Rettie Knisley,
Samuel Whisler, Lizzie Jenkins, Samuel Cassel, Maud Free, Ed.
Engle, Liddie Hoover, Emma Cassel, Ezra Cassel, Ohmer Herr,
Isaac Engle, Emanuel Bechtel and Daisy Miller.
We remain yours for the lost,
W. H. AND SUSIE BOYER AND WORKERS.
601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio.
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Report for April, May and June, 1924.
Receipts
E. E. Coble, Pa
Ethel Engle, Pa
A Brother, Pa.
Mary Good, Pa
A Brother, Pa
Manor S. S., Pa
Pequea S. S., Pa.,
Lancaster S. S., Pa
Isaiah Tyson, Pa.,
Elva Heisey, Ont.,
Stella Heisey, Ont
A Friend, Pa

Offerings

\.

District Treasurer

$

5.00
3.00
10.00
1.00
30.00
18.05
10.52
4.79
1.50
1.00
1.00
1.00

7.93
112.30

Total

$207.09
Expenditures

ALTOONA MISSION REPORT
But thanks be to God, which giveth us the victory through
our Lord Jesus Christ. Therefore my beloved brethren, be ye
stedfast, unmoveable, always abounding in the work of the Lord,
forasmuch as ye know that your labor is not in vain in the
Lord. I Corinthians 15:57, 58.
Praise God for victory in our souls through the precious
blood of our Lord Jesus Christ. When we think of what Christ
has done for us we) must say1 that it is very, very wonderful. We
held our communion services here on June 29. We had a blessed
time in the Lord. Bro. H. O. Musser and Bro. D. W. Brehm and
Bro. S. M. Lauver were with us and brought the word in power,
also others from Dauphin and Lancaster county were with us to
enjoy the feast with us, for truly we had a feast with our Lord.
Praise God for the midnight showers; we had baptismal services
on Sunday afternoon when one sister was baptized. She was
saved just two weeks before. When we think how the Lord led
her around and brought her to the mission and the first night
she came, she came out to the altar while she did not find peace
that night, she came back on Sunday and it is wonderfuV how the
Lord saved her.
Receipts
Sr. Annie Ageny $2.00; Sr. Fannie Sanders $2.00; Sr. Mary
Filer $1.00; Sr. Shaffer $6.00; Sr. McGregger $4.00; Sr. Chamberlain $15.00; Sr. Florence Wert $5.00; Sr. Bessie Stoner $1.00; Alice
Brown $ .50; Sr. Mary Sollenberger $2.00; A ibrother, Mt. Joy
$5.00; Bro. Joe Woigemuth $5.00; Sr. Brubaker $1.00; Offering box
$11.68.
Other donations sent in by the following: Sr. McGregger, Bro.
A. Brubaker, Bro. Stark and Sr. Fannie Sanders.
Remember us in your prayers.
Yours in Jesus' precious name
HERMAN G. MILLER.

Provisions
Gas
,.
Telephone
Electricity
Water
Coal
Miscellaneous

$146.55
5.01
7.97
16.10
5.00
12.75
13.71

Total
$207.09
Provisions were contributed by Sisters Stoner, Mary Engle,
Rev. J. H. Moseman, Ruth Hall, Henry Hess, Abram Hess, Ira
Herr and Noah Hess, C. N. Hostetter, J. R. Kuhn, Geo. Frey, Morris Stauffer, Monroe Dourte, Sr. Shaffer, Abram Fruker.
Yours in' the Master's service, '•
J. H. AND BARBARA MARTIN AND WORKERS.

LANCASTER MISSION REPORT.

WAS THE 1924 GENERAL CONFERENCE WORTH
WHILE?
(Concluded from page 3.)
flex influence of benefit to the local church in prestige, influence and spiritual awakening that the returns make
the effort worth while.
Some of our earlier General Conferences were largely
negative, rulings of don'ts and while this phase of the
work needs attention some of the time should be given to
aggressive legislation, with do this or do something to
keep busy and see that all are given an opportunity to
exercise their God-given talents and faculties for the
advancement of God's kingdom.
If, when we come together, we are on business for
our King will not the result be worth while.
Let us take courage and move forward.
E. H. HESS.

At the close of the second quarter we again greet you1 inj the
precious name of Jesus with the words of Solomon, Prov. 10:22.
"The blessing of the Lord it maketh rich, and he addeth no sorrow with it." All our needs both temporal and spiritual have
been bountifully supplied. This time of the year the parks open
and there? are many attractions for the young. It is necessary to
put forth special effort to win them into the services, but we are
glad for those who are faithful. We appreciate the kindness of
the Souderton Sewing Circle which sent us a donation of bedding
and children's clothing; also the gift of a comfort from the Mount
Pleasant Sewing Circle. We appreciate these all and find good
use for them. May God.'bless all who have helped in the work.

Never was the religious atmosphere so surcharged
as now with the false idea that a bit of humanitarian
kindness and of surveys and soup-kettle compassion for
human masses make up a superior kind of Christianity.
They simply make up no Christianity at all. They make
up a shrewd cheat to deceive the sin-marked hearts of
proud men. The kind of preaching to correct this is essentially doctrinal—the doctrine of the crucified Christ
and what His atoning Blood does for the hopelessly lost
soul of every unregenerate person.—Sel.
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there shall be- stink; and instead of a girdle, a rent; and
instead of a well-set hair, baldness; and instead of a
stomacher, a girding of sackcloth; and burning instead
of beauty. The men shall fall flat by the sword, and thy
mighty in the war, and her gates shall lament and
mourn; and she being desolate shall sit upon the ground.
THE TRUE DRESS.
Isaiah 3:16, teaches us that the haughty have always
worn
these things. Proverbs 7:10, and Genesis 38:15,
Sir: Last week's papers issued a statement in reshows
us that the fallen are known by their dress. So
gards to the styles, which was very interesting, at least
then
is
it right that women of good standing and charto me, not that the styles suited me, but I can see that
acter
should
dress and be classed with women that show
prophets in the Scriptures knew these things' were to
what
they
are
by their dress? II Kings 9:30 and Ezekcome to pass.
iel
23:40,
tells
us
that Jezebel painted her face and tied
They preached that the true Christians should not
adorn themselves as the people do that belong to the her hair; face paint and ornaments belong to the uniform
world, or follow after things of the world, so kind readers of the world. But in I Peter 3:3-5, we see, that holy wonote these Bible references and look them up. Especially men who trust in God do not adorn themselves thus.
folks who love God and want to be a separate people from
Should Wear Modest Dress
the worldly fashions.
I Timothy explains that God's people should dress in
Begin with Hebrews 2:10. It teaches us that Christ modest apparel and not let such styles and fashions draw
is the Captain of our Salvation, for which we should be in them away to the world and from God. In conclusion, I
His subjection. II Timothy 2:34, we find that true Chris- am writing this as I feel it my duty. As I am ai student
tians make good soldiers as do our soldiers of the land, for the ministry and God's word says in II Timothy 2:14who are obedient in all things. Ephesians 6:10-17, and 15, of these things put them in remembrance; charging
I Peter 5:8-9 teaches a real warfare and that contending them before the Lord that they strive not about words to
armies always have different uniforms.
no profit, but to the subverting of the hearers. Study to

FAMILY CIRCLE

Old Satan in Control
Genesis 3:7: When Adam and Eve were wholly
under the control of satan they dressed according to his
mind. The dress did not properly cover either the upper
or lower part of the body. So it is now with the people,
who are under the control of old satan. They dress the
way they feel, whether it covers them or not.
Genesis 3:16-21: We find that when God placed enmity in their hearts against the devil that he changed
their dress and clothed them. God did not accept them
in His service half clothed, neither does He today.
Isaiah 3:16-24, says that moreover the Lord saith
because the daughters of Zion are haughty, they walk
with stretched forth necks and wanton eyes, walking
and mincing as they go, and making a tinkling with their
feet; telling us that in' these days they will wear bells on
their shoes, which at present they are doing, and be seen
the way they would dress, and now we can see it is like
the times in, the Garden of Eden, Eve is passing the apples and folks then see their nakedness for the first time.
Now take notice carefully, every word of this is the way
it reads in God's word. Isaiah 3:18-26: In that day the
Lord will take away the bravery of their tinkling ornaments about their feet, and their cauls and their round
tires like the moon; the chains, and the bracelets, and
the mufflers; the bonnets and the ornaments, and the
headbands, and the tablets, and the earrings, the rings
and nose jewels, the changeable suits of apparel, and the
mantles, and the crisping pins, the glasses and the fine
linen, and the hoods, and veils.
These Things Will Pass
And it shall come to pass that instead of sweet smell

shew thyself approved unto God. A workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of
truth, but shun profane and vain babblings for they will
increase unto more ungodliness.
Yours for His name's sake,
A. WILLIAM LEWIS,
Selected from Harrisburg Telegram by H. A. Garman.

THE MAN OF SECRET PRAYER.
The man after God's own heart in prayer always, as
a matter of fact, builds for himself a little sanctuary, all
his own; not to shut God in, but to shut all that is not of
God out. He builds a house for God, before he has yet
built a house: for himself. You would not believe it about
that man of secret prayer. When you see and hear him
he is the poorest, the most contrite, and the most silent
of men; and you rebuke him because he so trembles at
God's Word. If you, could but see him when he is alone
with the King! If you could but see his nearness and his
boldness! You would think that he and the King's Son
had been born and brought up together—such intimacies,
and such pass-words, are exchanged between them. You
would wonder, you would not believe your eyes and your
ears. If you saw him on his knees you would see a sight.
Look! He is in the audience Chamber. Look! He is in
the Council Chamber now. He has a seat set for him
among peers. He is set down among the old nobility of
the Empire. The King will not put) on his signet' ring to
seal a command, till your friend has been neard. "Command me," the King says to him. "Ask me," he says, "for
the things to come concerning them!" And, as if that
were enough, that man of all-prayer is still on his knees.
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There is no enemy then that I can see. There is nothing and no one that I can see near him; and yet he wrestles like a mighty man. What is he doing with such a
struggle? Doing? Do you know what he is doing? He
is moving heaven and earth. The man is removing
mountains, and that, into the midst of the sea. He is
casting down thrones, he is smiting old empires of time
to pieces. Yes: he is wrestling indeed! For he is wrestling now with God; and now with man; now1 with death;
and now1 with hell. See, the day 'breaks over his place of
prayer; See! the kingdom of God begins to come in on
the earth! What a spot is that! What plots are hatched
there! What conspiracies are planned there! How dreadful is this place! Let us escape fori our life out of it! Is
that man, in there with God, your friend ? Can you? trust
him with God? Will he speak about you when he is in
audience? And what will he say? Has he anything
against you? Have you anything on your conscience, or
in your heart, against him? Then I would not be you
for the world! But no! Hear him! What is that he says ?
I declare I hear your name, and your children's names!
And the King stretches forth his sceptre, and your friend
touches it. He has "commanded" his God for you. He
has "asked concerning" you and your sons. Such access,
such liberty, such power, such prevalency, such a magnificent office has he, who has been made of God a King and
a Priest unto God.—By Dr. Alexander Whyte, from a
book of sermons on, Prayer.
THE REIGN OF THE MACCABEES
Part IV
(Concluded from last Issue)
By H. G. Brubaker
When the heathen around Juda heard that the captain of the Jews was killed, they said: "Let us make war
against them and take away the name they have secured
for themselves." The gathering together of the heathen
caused the people of Israel to tremble with fear. Simon,
the only survivor of the Maccabee brethren, came to the
front and said: " 0 my countrymen, you are not ignorant
that our father, myself, and my brethren, have ventured
to hazard our lives, and that willingly, for the recovery of
your liberty; since I have, therefore, such plenty of examples before me, and we of our family have determined
within ourselves to die for our laws, and our divine worship, there shall no terror be so great as to banish this
resolution from our souls, nor to introduce in its place a
love of life, and a contempt for glory. Do you, therefore,
follow me with alacrity whithersoever I shall lead you,
as not destitute of such a captain as is willing to suffer,
and to do the greatest things for you; for neither am I better than my brethren that I should be sparing my own
life, nor so far worse than they as to avoid and refuse
what they thought the most honorable of all things. I
mean, to undergo death for your laws, and for that worship of God which is peculiar to you. I will, therefore,
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give such proper demonstrations as will show that I am
their own brother. I am so bold as to expect that I shall
avenge their blood upon our enemies, and deliver you all,
with your wives and children, from the injuries they intend against you, and, with God's assistance, to preserve
your temple from destruction by them. For I see that
these nations have you in contempt, as being without a
governor, and that they thence are encouraged to make
war against you."
This speech inspired the multitude with courage.
The whole multitude cried out in one accord that Simon
was to be their captain and governor. They promised
to obey him in whatever he would command them.
Simon was very closely associated with Jonathan
while he was ruler; so he knew what he had for the kingdom in the future. Simon simply took up the civil affairs
where his brother left off, and benefited by his brother's
policy and plans. He rebuilt the walls of Jerusalem and
established towers of protection.
In the city of Modin he erected large monuments of
white polished stone, in memory of his' father- and brothers. They were large pillars of one stone each. He
also built seven high pyramids for his parents. These
could be seen a long way off. They were noted for their
size and beauty.
In the year 142 B. C. he won independence for his
people. There were no more overlords. Demetrius presented him with a royal robe and crown. He now had
almost absolute power. The people were revelling in oldtime justice, righteousness and liberty. So great happiness had not been enjoyed by this people since the days
of Solomon. The affection of the people for Simon, their
deliverer, was very great. They posted public mottoes
and dodgers upon which appeared words of appreciation
and honor for Simon.
The Syrian citadel that was at Jerusalem was taken
by seige. Simon then cast it to the ground and the hill
upon which it stood he levelled down so that it was lower
than the mound upon which the temple stood. He
cleansed the temple and organized worship according to
the Mosaic law.
Their liberty and freedom was to the extent that
they coined their own money. The old Roman league
was re-established, and the land of the Jews flourished as
in days of yore. The grateful people now bestowed upon
Simon's family with the hereditary dignity of both prince
and high-spriest, "until there should rise a faithful prophet" I Mace. 14:41.
Simon reigned in this way for eight years. This
peace and contentment was suddenly brought to a standstill, when Ptolemy, Simon's son-in-law. foully murdered
Simon in the Jewish banquet hall. He also caught his
wife and two sons and held them in bonds. He then sent
some to kill the third son, Hyrcanus, but he fled to Jerusalem and the people protected him there in remembrance
of his father.
This third son, John Hyrcanus, succeeded his father
(Continued on page 15.)
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Foreign Missionary Department
'The Fields are White Already to Harvest'
(The following is a copy of a personal letter from
our late Bro. H. L. Smith to one of the Mission Board.
As one of his last communications it reveals his concern and interest with his unfinished plans for the India
work. May his vision be fulfilled for the salvation of
precious souls.)
Brethren In Christ Mission, India
February 29, 1924
. Greeting in Love.
Dear BrotherYour highly appreciative letter was received last
week ,and I assure you it gladdened my heart much to
know that your sense of personal interest in us bad not
lessened. I am highly gratified also to be assured that
you are wishing to keep in touch with the field for the
worker's sake. This I count to be most valuable and the
harbinger of better days for the India cause. Not that
there is any less desire to truly represent, but that the
vital perspective when lost, permits the vision to wane
and dim. There is much to write, to night is the great
night for thei people to rush to the Ganges River for the
unusually sacred bath. My how they fight and give
abusive language to each other. They are as tightly
packed in their compartments as when we together saw
them at Sanghesarj Mela time (Religious fair.) The cool
wet weather is about ended, and already the days are becoming quite hot after 9:00 A. M. The hot west winds
are certainly "raising the dust," and since there has been
a great scarcety of rain there is much more dust than
usual. And now for news. Patomac University of Washington D. C., has granted me the degree of M. A., October
4, 1923. This is the same as held by my father. I also
have two years credit toward my* Doctor of Theology degree. Joseph (son) had two operations this last cool season, which have seemingly been for his good. Leoda
reads Hindi, and can write some. She was baptized, and
taken into church membership last November,', she wears
the prayer veil from personal choice, and seems real in
earnest. Katie (wife) is preparing her second Hindi examination in April. Her prospects seem good.
Darjeeling Rest Home is to be in Sister Ruth Heise's
charge from April to middle of July, and in Katie's charge
from that time to the end of the season. Joseph goes to
school this year (to Darjeeling.) You asked about the
Rest Home. It has turned out exactly as I told you when
the lines of policy were adopted. It is clear of all debt,
and has a balance of several hundred Rupees, on which
to start this season, with no heavy items to expect. The
project is an excellent one for the mission. We have,
without financial handicap reduced the missions missionary rates from 105 Rupees to 90, and since then further
reduced them to 75 Rupees per month per missionary.

It was found needless to charge such high rates for our
own, since there was such a full response from other Missions. This years outlook seems better than any of the
previous two. Already we have applications for more
than double our capacity for May and July, from all over
India. Requests are coming in for room and board. The
rest home is a well paying project. We hope the present year will carry us on toward a safe reserve for future
repairs and refurnishings. God has been very good to
us and blessed the "Rest Home" as a spiritual influence
among Missionaries, and place of recuperation for us.
Madhipura Mission Station was voted to.be vacated
by.April 1. Bro. and Sr. Heisei move to Simrah House.
The place is to be rented. I regret much that Madhipura
is to be vacated, it pains me to see it go thus, I do not
share the opinion of the voters, and so expressed myself.
I still wish there! were some one, or ones, who would volunteer to live there and carry on the work. The compound
is the best in the Mission, the outlook is as great as ever.
It will be known as an outstation of Saharsa, the same as
Demmuria is an outstation of Supaul. Simrah House will
also be known as an outstation of Supaul Mission, with
but one annual council for the present.
Saharsa would hardly be recognized by you if you
were here now. There are more, and different buildings, the Girls' Orphanage from Madhipura is here, all
the land between the further preacher's quarters, and
the former church room has been walled in for the Orphanage. The former building is used for Orphanage,
School and Quarters, and the latter is used by Sister Gayman as orphanage overseer. The main gateway into the
orphanage compound is on the east side, north of Sister
Cayman's House. There is a pump, a bathing place, a
garden and a play ground within the inclosure. The bazaar land along the road which we showed you has been
obtained, and on it the "new permanent brick Church,"
is being built. The? foundations are laid, 65x34 dimensions. It is to have corrigated roof, with large heavy tile,
the round kind. The entrance will be north facing the
road. In so far as limited balance of funds will permit,
a low brick wall is to be built along the road. We need
more funds for this, but will only build as far as the funds
will permit. The remainder must wait. The dispensary
is to be parallel to the church, and east of it also facing
north. East of this will be trees to the eastern boundary.
At the south of the compound, and east of the garden
we have built the auto garage, the auto is expected soon,
the building though small is neat and pretty in finish, it
would please you I am sure. The old cook house which
burned down partly last year, was torn down, and a better and larger one built a little farther west. Like the Orphanage and Auto shed, it is finished in pointed brick
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something like Supaul Bungalo. The old horse stable is
no more, it was leveled the other day, and in its place a
brick stable, and grain godown (storage place) is being
built at present. The old delapidated servants quarters
are to be torn down, and brick quarters put up in their
place. Just west of the cook house, is yet standing a
thatch hut of three rooms in which live our "poor fund
Christians." These are people lately in from heathenism
who are truly converted and baptized. Their thatch building is in sad proportion, and misfit with the general setting of the compound, but it is the best possible considering the funds.. Yes brother
the Bungalo roof
problem is solved. We have a splendid roof of sawn
rafters, corrigated sheating, and large round tile. The
inside ceiled with heavy card board, three-ply. This is
rain proof and sun proof, for which we are very, very
grateful. The tile are not all on yet, neither are the
rooms all ceiled, but we are pushing it as hard as possible with all the other building work. To the east of the
present compoundi two acres ot more were purchased for
propagational phases of work. First we built a place to
accommodate our preachers (Native) when the Orphanage dislodged them. Next we rented a building for our
Mission middle English School in the Bazaar. Then we
started a building 60x40, north of the preacher's house,
this building at a cost of $500.00 is about ready for the
roof now) and is expected to be finished by April 1 at the
latest. South of the preacher's quarters we are putting
up five rooms of thatch huts for our Christian folk. It is
the beginning of our Christian village. Just south of that
will be the "Mission cemetery" (The writer the first occupant) to be walled in as soon as we get enough money
to do it. The Mission Garden is fenced in with wire netting supplied with private offerings. We have 200,000
brick ready for burning. I bought 33 mango trees (India's Commercial fruit) last week for brick burning and
fire wood, the grove is near by. We have as high! as 60,
even up to 110 men, women, boys and girls working at all
the different tasks, their wages run from %y% to 16 cents
per day each. The girl's orphanage has 14 or 15 girls
at present, they have a good native Christian woman
teacher who does well. They have been doing some good
knitting. The widows are under the care of Katie and
Effie. One widow is making designed rugs, and her work
is becoming very proficient and pretty. Our Bible woman
teaches the poor native women, Christians and non-christians, to read, write, and sing daily. One of our former
orphanage boys is: teaching in our school, another boy of
ours is now married, and does good preaching work. We
have too, a native preacher who is an excellent Christian
man, and well liked by us all. His heart is in the work.
Old Tobias is still among us. There are about thirty-five
Christians at Saharsa now, and several applicants for
baptism. Fifteen members were added this past year,
1923. There are morning prayers at three places every
morning in the Hindi language, orphanage, women and
men. Wednesday eve is our regular prayer meeting evening, most of our people give regular testimony, and
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many lead in prayer. Saturday evening we have a "Tram
Sabha" (Love Society) with Christians, with topics from
the Bible for discussion. This was called for by the Christians themselves, it is a spiritual and beneficial, young
and old peoples' meeting. Sunday, we have Sunday School
at 8:00-9:00, and preaching! from 9:00-10:00. There are
five classes organized with attendance from fifty to eighty
and regular offerings averaging ninety cents. These are to
go towards the "cemetery" wall. Our people are very
poor. There are four village S. S. Two are cared for by
native workers, and two by missionaries, these are held
Sunday P. M. 3:00-5:00. The evenings are spent in song
service and Bible drill in the Mission Bungalo, at which
most are present. The Medical work is in Sister Rohrer's
hands, preaching is done' every morning prior, to the distribution of aids. Gospel literature is being sold and distributed on the Railroad Platform daily.
This, briefly, "very briefly" is the Saharsa which you
have not seen, and which we so much wanted you to see.
"This is only the beginning of the Saharsa of tomorrow."
The greater Saharsa to be, which we are praying for,
and which we are looking to the Board, the Church and
the Lord to make possible for the India cause.
No doubt Supaul has let you know its part in the
glorious labour for SOULS.
Won't you, pray for, plead for, talk for, work for, be
spent for this all-rounded, God-ordained, God-blessed
cause of soul saving, thus shown to you in part by
Your younger brother in India,
H. L. SMITH.
Capetown, South Africa
Dear Ones at Home:
Greetings in the name of our Redeemer.
This morning (June 2) as we stepped on Africa soil
we felt like saying with Samuel of old:
"Hitherto hath the Lord helped us."
We were indeed glad to place our feet on this land
to which God himself has called us. Surely our God
has been very gracious unto us, for which we praise Him.
Sr. Book, in a previous letter has told you of our voyage as far as England. After spending six pleasant days
there we again set sail on the Kennilworth Castle, May
16. While we enjoyed the change of being on land, yet
we were glad to again be on our way.
The! Kennilworth is not as large a boat as the Olympic, the one we sailed! on from America, therefore we noticed the vibrations of the engines and the rolling of the
boat to a greater extent. We were quite comfortably
situated) however, and our needs were amply supplied.
With the exception of a few days we were blessed
with fine weather and reasonable health. For this our
hearts go up in thanks to God, for surely it has been in
answer to prayer.
While we enjoyed these blessings from the Lord,
our hearts were often grieved to see the ungodliness of
those with whom we were traveling.
Few seemed to
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have any regard for the things of God. We were thankful for the privilege of being witnesses for Him.
As we enter upon this new work, some of us for the
first time, others to resume tasks they laid down for
awhile, we crave an interest in your prayers. It is our
earnest desire that our lives may count for God, and
that His work may prosper in this land.
Your co-laborer* in Him,
MARTHA M. KAUFFMAN.
REPORT OF FOREIGN MISSION TREASURY
From May 1 to July 1, 1924
Balance May 1
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THE REIGN OF THE MACCABEES.
(Concluded from page 12.)
to the throne, and conquered Samaria and Galilee. He
completely destroyed the temple on Mount Gerizim. He
next subdued the Edomites and compelled them to unite
with the Jewish people by receiving the rite of circumcision.
His son, Aristobulus, succeeded him and assumed the
title of king in 106 B. C. After this period, the history
of the Maccabees presents nothing else but a succession
of disgraceful family quarrels.
SPARKS FROM DIFFERENT ANVILS

$510.43

Receipts for Month of May and June, 1924
Dallas Center, Cong., Iowa
Upland S. S., Upland, Cal
W. C. Frymire, Tulare, Cal
East Vale S. S., Upland, Cal
Jno. Roland, Mansfied, Ohio
Mansfield Cong., Mansfield, Ohio
Ashland and Richland Dist., Mansfield Ohio
C. S. Brenner, Smithville, Ohio
A Sister, Elizabethtown, Pa
Ella R. Tennis, Chambersburg, Pa
Sr. Wenger, Fairland, Pa.,
Sr. Hostetter, Myerstown, Pa
A. O. Brubaker, Altoona, Pa
Isaac and Lizzie Bashore, Hershey, Pa.'
Frank R. Myers, Heneretta, Pa
Missionary Circle, Lancaster Co., Pa.,
Manor and Pequea Dist., Lancaster Co., Pa
Carlisle S. S., Carlisle, Pa
Mechanicsburg S. S., Mechanicsburg, Pa
Mt. Pleasant S. S., Lancaster Co., Pa
Juniata and Mifflin Dist., Pa
Levi Byer, Hamlin, Kans
Abilene Cong., Abilene, Kans
Rosebank Cong., Kans
Rosebank S. S., Kans
Buffalo Mission, Buffalo, N. Y
A sister, Carland, Mich.,
S. B. Stoner, Dillsburg, Pa
Interest
j.
+
A Friend to Sr. Book, Cal
A Sister, Carland to India special
Grantham Dist., Native teacher, India
Rosebank S. S., Kans., Native teacher, Africa
Abilene Y. P. S., Kans., native teacher, Africa
Receipts and cash balance
Month's Expenditures
Mission Home Expense
Conference Expense
For Sundry Incidentals
India Funeral Exp. to date
Total expenditures
Balance

31.61
19.00
5.00
7.00
20.00
17.00
61.60
5.00
25.00
30.00
;. 10.00
2.00
10.00
5.00
6.00
19.65
25.00
72.27
40.00
259.50
26.00
100.00
158.92
77.21
27.26
27.50
12.00
25.00
30.00
5.00
2.00
72.75
20.00
20.00
$1,784.72
460.00
125.00
7.61
550.00

$1,142.61
$642.11
S. G. ENGLE.
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It is poor taste to argue about the subject you* know
little about, it is not helpful, and exposes your weakness
and knowledge.
To meet the unexpected things with gentle steadiness is soul restful.
Repentance includes hating the deed as well as ceasing from it.
Patience is power.
Money is a universal provider for everything but
happiness, and gives passport anywhere outside of
heaven.
How to Stay Young:
1. Think the best of disagreeable things.
2. Try and be a master, at saying pleasant things.
3. Don't measure your friends by expecting too
. much.
4. Let your nose grow, by keeping it out of other
peoples business.
5. Don't believe other people false, unless you prove
them.
6. Don't allow other people to bore you, think of
pleasant things while they are talking and let
them think you are listening.
7. Be cheerful while at work and tryi to do it well.
8. Remember the instances of your youth, and keep
anew the friends of your younger day, both boys
and girls.
9. Never think of getting square with the other
fellow and that some day I will get him.

SOUTH AFRICA FARM FUND
Balance reported May 1
Grantham S. S., Grantham, Pa
Manor and Pequea Dist, Lane. Co., Pa.,
A Sister, Elizabethtown, Pa
Frank R. Meyers, Henrietta, Pa
A. S. Albright, Rowenna, Pa
In- His Name, San Francisco, Cal
San Francisco Missian, San Francisco, Cal
Wainfleet S. S., Ont. Can.,
Zion S. S., Kansas
A. O. Zook, Abilene, Kans

$3,176.51
344.82
212.00
10.00
6.00
2.00
60.00
51.00
73.00
677.00
100.00

The world can easily get along without the man who
always shifts blame and takes credit. (I saw him at our
last! Conference.)
Don't call down one and give the other credit for the
same thing. (I also saw him! in Kansas.)

Lay
measure
You
Total
$4,712.33
may
win
S. Gj ENGLE, Treasurer, 4014 Spring Garden St., Phila, Pa.

the square to everything you do, if it does not
up true, make it do so.
can't run away from a weakness, fight it, you
out.
S. G. ENGLE.

"As we have therefore opportunity let us do good to all
men, especially to those of the
household of Faith."

A Missionary Martyr

Dear Readers:
When the news of the
home-going of our dear
brother, Eld. H. L. Smith,
of our India Mission, reached you a short time ago, I
am sure you shared our
mutual sorrow, and no
doubt with us shed hot
burning (tears of sympathy and sorrow, and down
in the depth of your heart
you resolved a deeper consecration, a greater sacrifice, and a more loyal cooperation to the cause of
missions than ever before.
You are entreated right
(now to put those resolutions into effect, YOU
POSSIBLY K N O W that
just before Bro. Smith returned to India he published a Book called "Bible
Doctrine" as illustrates
herewith and, this is truly
a wonderful presentation of
the doctrines found in the
Holy Scriptures. The following testimonies show

"His sun went down while it
was yet day."
"There never was nor ever
will be another book like Prof.
Smith's Bible Doctrine."

what others think of the
Book:
"It is a masterly work,
worthy of the thoughtful consideration of every seeker a.1ter the truth."—Dr. E. Porter,
L. L. D., Pres. Potomac University, Washington, D. C.
"I believe practically every
word of it." Rev. J. I. MacDonald, M. R. A. S., Ex-Editor
Citadel of Truth, England.
"The Book is the Work or a
master mind." Prof. J. A.
Climenhaga, B. D. Bulawayo,
S. Africa.

The Opportunity
is Offered YOU
Now

Tfl^l^-

C^^(^^<r-^CL^^.

to secure one or more copies of this wonderful work
and to help encourage the
heart of our widowed sister, who is still on the
field.

THIS IS THE PLAN
We have taken over the
remaining books and we
are going to sell these
BOOKS AND GIVE EVTHE LATE ELD. H. L. SMITH AND FAMILY
of India. A reproduction of the above in a beautiful
ERY CENT OVER AND
folder free with every book purchased.
ABOVE THE COST OF
PRINTING AND MAILING TO SR. SMITH There are about five hundred (500) of these books on hand and you will certainly want one
or more copies of this wonderful work, "For yourself and for your children." Send your* order NOW! Don't
delay, it may be too late. If you are a subscriber to this paper, you need not send the money with the order..
Send for the book now and pay anytime between now and January 1, 1925.
REMEMBER: A reproduction of the above picture of Bro. Smith
and family (with facsimile of his own hand writing) free with
each book sold.

Single Copies, postpaid
2 or More "
"
5 or More "
"
10 or More "
-

-

-

- each,
- each,
- each,

$2.00
1.75
1.50
1.25

E. V. Publishing House
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